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GEOCHROMOTHERAPY
The Geocrom® Method is a new vision that contemplates the therapeutic properties of Geometry
and Color, used simultaneously. Specific healing frequencies contained in the 77 codes or archetypes
of Geochromotherapy. The Human Being is reactive to the codes of sacred Geometry and Light, and
therefore, all beings resonate with those forces of universal harmonic growth within the Unified
Field or network that unifies us. These Geocrom photosensitive gelatine filters were created by
Marta Povo in 1994 as 'active principles' of highly healing and evolutionary connotations.
The seventy-seven Geochemotherapy archetypes (checked for each person, a priori) awaken the
ability to free ourselves from the conditions of the environment, treat the cellular memory and
balance the acquired programming, enhance the emotional intelligence and the right hemisphere,
activate the fluid Energy, harmonize psycho-social relationships and enhance mindfulness. The 77
different codes affect mainly the patterns of behavior inherited, learned or recorded in our particular
Akashic record, and on the complex psychological and somatic dynamics of each individual, activating
the spiritual path, psycho-emotional empowerment, fullness and Conscious evolution.
Geochromotherapy has four great therapeutic applications:
1 · Application of 77 Codes in INDIVIDUAL THERAPY or spiritual healing, previous psychic and
energetic test, with the projection of the archetypes on chakras and acupuncture points (without
needles and with light), facilitating a greater vision and self-knowledge of the unconscious, deep
Private sessions that affect the balance of cellular, etheric and soul memory. The therapists who have
only performed the Initiation to the Method and Reiki Geocrom, work only with 14 archetypes.
2 · Application of all archetypes in seawater dilutions, using the 77 ENCODED GEOCROM
ESSENCES, and the 10 formulas or Fisterra Essences, which replace or complement individual
therapies on a stretcher. It is a new floral therapy based on geometry and color, prepared to take in
sea water drops that have been codified with synergistic formulas or combinatorics of Geocrom
codes, being considered a very practical, direct and deep healing.
3 · The application of some Geocrom Archetypes for the HABITAT MEDICINE, understanding our
space or housing as a living entity that alters or benefits our health, development and fullness.
4 · Celebrating in a timely manner THERAPEUTIC GEOMETRY MEDITATIONS, guided and
channeled live by Marta Povo, as a good practice of mindfulness, mindfulness and soul healing.
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According to many testimonies of the Geochromotherapy, in general is considered as an interesting
system of psycho-psychic diagnosis for the human being, but above all it is an important tool of self
healing, energetic healing, soul and also the habitat or environment. A synthesis of the therapeutic
effects observed for more than two decades by therapists and patients is as follows:
• The practice of the Geocrom method is a great tool for energy, psychological, and spiritual or
existential testing or analysis.
• The Geocrom vision is an innovative quantum and integrative healing dynamic (body, mind, soul
and environment) and is systemic, because when you heal, you heal your entire environment or
relational system.
• Therapeutic work with the Geocrom archetypes is a good method of preventive medicine,
activating healthy life cycles, and also a powerful educator of the psyche and character in terms of
health.
• It is an excellent tool of self-knowledge, of self-review of the unconscious, of directing the ego,
exploring the psyche and enhancing the capacity for attention and observation of what we live,
expanding awareness.
• Geocrom symbols and codes activate and amplify mental clarity, coherence, creative ability,
harmony and inner peace, adaptation to life and the environment, and facilitate the optimization of
internal resources and self-healing.
• These universal codes have a major impact on limiting memories and patterns of behavior learned
or recorded in our particular Akashic record, and work on the cellular and etheric memory.
• It is a subtle and effective means to heal the soul (which is the origin of the psyche, the energy and
the body) and these harmonic patterns or geometric archetypes amplify the level of consciousness
and impel the personal and spiritual development of the human being.
• Geocrom archetypes awaken the ability to free ourselves from the conditioning environment and
the complex energy and psychological dynamics between individuals, harmonizing social and
personal relationships or labor relations.
• Treat cellular memory, ancestral and family problems, repetitive codes, energy balance of
chromosome, organic and energy programming.
• Empower and educate emotional intelligence, right hemisphere, sensibility, intuition and creativity,
as well as the synchronization of the two hemispheres, rational and intuitive, as a new unified and
integrated way of seeing the world.
• All Geocrom applications activate the ability to synchronize and tune in to the natural laws of the
expansive universe or network that envelops us, going for Life with less resistance.
• Geocrom archetypes (diagnosed a priori for each person) are etiological and act on the energy
causes that caused the alterations in our cellular memory, suffering and experiential registers.
Geocrom and Geocromoterapia is a registered trademark with reference: TM-3.638.318 / X
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The formations and workshops are organized by the Geocrom Institute of Barcelona and are
personally facilitated by Marta Povo, creator of the method, in different regular and periodical
teachings, or in groups of study of people interested a priori.
Contact to register for course by e-mail: instituto@geocrom.com
Courses programmed in the calendar of the Institute, AGENDA:

http://www.institutogeocrom.net/agenda/
About MARTA POVO: https://martapovo.es/marta-povo-sanacion-geocrom/
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